Education Foundation Names APS Scholarship Winners

The APS Education Foundation recently announced the winners of the inaugural APS Scholarships. Funding came from “Paving the Way to Success,” a campaign where APS community members purchase engraved bricks and glass wall panels at the Professional Learning and Conference Center to raise funds for the scholarships. A scholarship of $4,000 was awarded to one student at each comprehensive high school. The winners are:

**Zachary Terzic**
*Rangeview*

*Where he’s going:* University of Denver  
*Interested in:* Engineering and Business

**Alisha Naranjo**
*Aurora Central*

*Where she’s going:* Colorado State University, Fort Collins  
*Interested in:* Teaching and Nursing

**Mary Long**
*Hinkley*

*Where she’s going:* University of Colorado, Boulder  
*Interested in:* Marketing and Business Administration

**Marisa Roggensack**
*Gateway*

*Where she’s going:* University of Northern Colorado  
*Interested in:* Education and International Studies

Summer Bond Projects Heat Up

During the summer break, APS will complete bond-funded projects at several APS schools.

In addition to building renewal improvements at several schools, bond projects slated for completion in August include:

- Side Creek Elementary—heating, air conditioning and mechanical repairs
- Virginia Court Elementary—two-classroom addition
- Vista PEAK Preparatory—a 1,350-student high school located on the new P-20 Campus

Construction is also underway on the replacement building for Aurora Hills Middle School, slated to open in January 2012.

Aurora voters approved the $215 million bond measure in 2008. To learn more about bond and mill levy projects, view the 2010-11 Bond/Mill Levy Community Report at aurorak12.org/bond.